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Last year Urwerk was suggesting that the moment to call time on the 

planetary gear idea was fast approaching. Given that ‘fast’ should be 

taken in the context of the Swiss watchmaking industry – and Urwerk in 

particular – this doesn’t mean you need to get out there and snap up 

an Urwerk today. But be warned, time is running past. James Gurney
The wraps were removed from the latest 

Urwerk in Geneva this January – it is a 

new interpretation of the planetary gear 

concept that has featured in Urwerk 

watches since UR-101 was unveiled at the 

Basel AHCI stand in 1997. Despite the 

usual rush to finish the sample pieces, both 

Martin Frei and Felix Baumgartner were full 

of bounce and enthusiasm for the UR-110 

project, being the most satisfying version 

yet. This is partly because of how fresh the 

idea still looks despite the 14 years since 

UR-101 was unveiled and partly because 

the balance between design and up-front 

horological virtuosity is so well played out. 

If UR-110 looks superficially similar to its 

immediate predecessors, UR-200 and UR-

103, then beware as surfaces are rarely 

what they seem in watchmaking and even 

apparently minor changes can lead to 

extensive re-engineering. UR-110 took 

Urwerk a shade under two years to take the 

watch from initial sketches to finished (or 

nearly so given that Frei and Baumgartner 

are inveterate tinkerers), which, this being 

watches, is actually quite rapid.

The fundamental difference does seem 

to be more on Frei’s design side – even 

the language has changed, ‘intergalactic 

millennium hammerheads’ being traded for 

words like ‘space’, ‘proportion’ and, without 

a trace of irony, ‘discretion’ (die-hard fans 

fear not, the press release does start by 

describing the watch as having ‘arrow-

shaped torpedoes flying in formation with 

the mission of indicating the time’). 

Martin Frei (left) and Felix Baumgartner.
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The UR-110 continues Urwerk’s radical 
tradition of telling the time using orbiting 
satellite complications. In the UR-110, the 
time is always shown on the right side of 
the watch. The satellites follow a vertical 
line, graded from 0 to 60 minutes, in a 
downward motion. The ingenuity of this 
layout lies in allowing the wearer to view 
the time discreetly and elegantly without 
the need to pull a cuff or sleeve back.
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The right time

Partly this impression is due to the necessarily 

dumbed-down and truncated account of the 

technical development story presented to 

a writer with a mere half-hour at hand, but 

Urwerk has produced a watch that simply 

feels more spacious and less intense, despite 

the movement being every bit, or even more, 

sophisticated than its predecessors. With its 

smoother profile and greater internal space, 

the UR-110 can be imagined sitting under a 

sleeve, its orientation being along the wrist 

(this is not a watch to be worn on the right 

arm), so that the time reading happens on 

the right-hand edge. Martin Frei was at least 

half-right when he said the UR-110 could be 

quickly and discreetly read.

The panoramic crystal and flatter movement 

does make the whole design calmer, 

particularly given the comparatively 

unobtrusive brushed titanium case, which 

tends to absorb rather than reflect light. If 

the UR-110 is design lead, the movement still 

has plenty to talk about. Though many of the 

elements are variations of existing ideas rather 

than entirely new concepts, these still require 

great volumes of time to model, prototype 

and test, though barely a fraction of what an 

equivalent process would have taken even 20 

years ago. The most striking development is 

that the carousel – on which the hour pointers 

sit – rests, or rather hangs, from a central pillar 

rather than on ball-bearings, this according to 

Baumgartner, provides a greater rigidity and 

balance to the movement.

“Among the challenges posed by [the UR-
110] was working out the optimal architecture 
for supporting the central carousel and the 
rotating hour modules. We finally opted for 
a technical solution that is radically different 
from any of our other creations: instead of 
ball bearings, a fixed axis runs the full height 
of the watch, providing maximum rigidity 
and minimum play. The whole complication 
is perfectly balanced on this axis,” explains 
Felix Baumgartner.

From the base of its asymmetrical 
case to the three arrow-shaped 
‘torpedoes’, indicating the hour, the 
UR-110 has serious attitude. Turning 
the watch over, the Grade 5 titanium 
back encloses the innovative 
automatic winding system regulated 
by dual turbines.
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Material world
The movement execution has to be seen to 
be believed. Urwerk has been a pioneer in 
using innovative fabrication technologies 
that allow for components to be produced 
to micron level tolerances and paired with 
hardening and friction-reducing surface 
treatments, the results are amazing. Quite 
apart from the mechanical benefits, the 
interplay of different surfaces just looks 
seriously good, the precision and crispness 
of the visible parts works well with the 
greater space compared to earlier designs. 
Interestingly, the movement retains the ‘oil-
change’ and day/night indicators, but in 
slightly simplified form.

Is this the high water mark for the planetary 
gears theme that Urwerk is known for? On 
the evidence of the UR-110, I think not. 
As well as cosmetic changes the different 
materials and even bracelets will bring to 
the design, the UR-110 suggests fertile 
ground for Martin Frei to explore as a 
designer with, no doubt, equally exciting 
challenges for Felix Baumgartner to take 
on. Will there be completely different 
directions taken by the pair as in the CC1? 
Almost certainly – this is a team that can 
barely keep their enthusiasm within grown-
up bounds.

Further information: www.urwerk.com

The satellite complication 
is, once again, the nerve 
centre with the UR-203, 
which is made from ARCAP 
P40, a stable non-ferrous 
and non-magnetic alloy. 
The cams, the rubies 
and the transporters that 
ensure the ultra-precise 
alignment of the telescopic 
hands that indicate the 
minutes, are all revealed. 

The yellow gold UR-
101 was the watch that 
launched Urwerk back 
in 1997, with its simple  
and minimalistic travelling 
hour, reminiscent of a 
satellite or planet moving 
across the sky.

UR-101   UR-103      UR-203

The103 (the 2007 version 
in white gold pictured) 
featured four orbiting 
and rotating satellites 
indicating the time in a 
both analogue and digital 
fashion as it arcs across 
the minute chapter. The 
hour satellites complete 
a full revolution under 
the orbital cross every 
four hours. 


